form/meaning pair, accounting for limited semantic shift. The symbol <-> indicates that no cognate form exists in the language, with the implication that the language displays at least cognate form for the corresponding meaning. Such data points are treated as <0> (absent) in the lexical analyses. The distinction between unknown <?> and absent <0> was introduced in the data coding to avoid statistical errors in the analysis resulting from the presence of false negative cognate judgments.
ORTHOGRAPHIC CONVENTIONS
The orthography used reflects the interpretation of the original sources into IPA. We changed <c> and <qu> into <k> in documents based on a Portuguese orthography, such as Everett and Kern (1997) . In sources with a Spanish-based orthography, such as Créqui- Montfort and Rivet (1913) , <hu> is treated as <w> and <ll> becomes <j>. The symbol <x> used in Créqui- Montfort and Rivet (1913) is treated as <h>.
The Torá data includes the symbol <ë>, which Nimuendajú (1925:148) describes as "between e and a". Since we are currently unable to confirm whether this grapheme represents a sound that is contrastive with the sound represented by <e> elsewhere in this source, we have maintained the use of this grapheme in the transcription.
It is worth noting that not all sources follow a strictly phonemic transcription since a comprehensive phonological analysis is not available for all the languages, especially those that are no longer spoken. For example, the Torá data in Nimuendajú (1925) include a number of word-final <dn> and <bm> clusters whose phonemic status remains unclear. Similarly, the use of voiced stops in the Jarú data in Rondon and de Faria (1948) and the Urupá data in Nimuendajú (1925) may in fact represent allophones with either the voiceless or nasal counterpart of the segment.
SUBSTITUTIONS AND ADDITIONS
The following substitutions were made for items on the Swadesh 207 list: 2 Hunt → Shoot with arrow; Hound → Peccary; Year → Summer. The meanings Afternoon and Deer were added to the original Swadesh 207 list. 
